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Exercise Solution 7

(a) Let Wt be a standard Brownian Motion. Following Exercise 5.(b), write classes that represent the
log-normal Ito process with constant drift coefficient, i.e.

dYt = µYtdt+ σ(t, Yt)dWt,

for at least two different models of local volatility σ(t, Yt).

(b) For each local volatility model you have implemented, write Java classes to represent and then test
the quality of your implementation.

(c) Generalize the previous classes by using the ’Refactor’ functions ’Extract Superclass’ and ’Extract
Interface’.

SOLUTION:

Please see the example code

net.finmath.montecarlo.volatility.LogNormalModelLinear.java for the case σ(t, S) = aS,

net.finmath.montecarlo.volatility.LogNormalModelDisplaced.java for the case σ(t, S) = aS + b.

For testing these classes, please see the example test codes

net.finmath.montecarlo.volatility.LogNormalLinearTest.java and

net.finmath.montecarlo.volatility.LogNormalDisplacedTest.java. The accompanying charts of
the outputs are found in

http://www.fm.math.lmu.de/amfooi/exercise_7_charts.ods.

Exercise Solution 8

Let
dSt = µStdt+ σ(t, ω)dWt, S0 = 1; a ∈ R

be a 1-dimensional Ito process representing a stock price with a displaced local volatility σ(t, ω) =
σ(t, St(ω)) defined by

σ(t, s) = as+ b, a, b ∈ R.

Let interest rates rt ≡ 0 and choose a set of strike values K1 < . . . < Km (with S0 ∈ (K0,Km)) and fix
a maturity T .

(a) Create a class that implements St in Java (see Exercise 7).

(b) Write a Java class that will sample ST and compute the price at time t = 0 of the European Call
Option payoff (ST −K)+ by Monte-Carlo, i.e. Ĉ(t, T,K) = Ê [(ST −K)+], for some choice of the
parameters a, b, and c. (Repeat this for each K = K1, . . .Km).

http://www.fm.math.lmu.de/amfooi/exercise_7_charts.ods 


(c) Using the method

net.finmath.functions.AnalyticFunctions.BlackScholesOptionImpliedVolatility,

compute the Black-Scholes implied volatilities σBS = σBS(Ĉ,K, T ) on the basis of the prices
Ĉ(t, T,K) for each K = K1, . . . ,Km. Create a report using a spreadsheet and charts that show
the shape of the volatility curve (K,σBS(K)).

(d) Try to generate a ‘smile’ shape of the implied volatility curve by modifying the parameters b and c.
As a simple test, check the cases (b = 0, c 6= 0) and (b 6= 0, c = 0).Write a report describing the
behavior of the curve (K,σBS) as b and c are changed.

SOLUTION:

Please see the example test codes

net.finmath.montecarlo.volatility.LogNormalLinearTest.java and

net.finmath.montecarlo.volatility.LogNormalDisplacedTest.java, which implements a solution
to this exercise. The accompanying charts of the outputs are found in

http://www.fm.math.lmu.de/amfooi/exercise_8_charts.ods

If you have further questions or need clarifications, please write an e-mail to the address:
montes@math.lmu.de

http://www.fm.math.lmu.de/amfooi/exercise_8_charts.ods 

